Abstract. Southward interplanetary magnetic fields are considered traces of geoeffectiveness since they are a main agent of magnetic reconnection of solar wind and magnetosphere. The first part of this work revises the ability to forecast intense geomagnetic activity using different procedures available in the literature. The study shows that current methods do not succeed in making confident predictions. This fact led us to develop a new forecasting procedure, which provides trustworthy results in predicting large variations of D st index over a sample of 10 years of observations and is based on the value B z only. The proposed forecasting method appears as a worthy tool for space weather purposes because it is not affected by the lack of solar wind plasma data, which usually occurs during severe geomagnetic activity. Moreover, the results obtained guide us to provide a new interpretation of the physical mechanisms involved in the interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere using Faraday's law.
Introduction
Several studies have shown that coronal mass injections (CMEs) are the most geoeffective solar phenomena (Brueckner et al., 1998; Cane et al., 2000; Gopalswamy et al., 2000 Gopalswamy et al., , 2005 Wang et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2003) . However, forecasting geomagnetic activity from solar observations has become a difficult task nowadays, and the main efforts in this field have been dedicated to the interplanetary causes such as magnetic clouds, shocks, co-rotating interaction regions, etc. (Cid et al., 2004; Echer et al., 2005; Huttunen et al., 2002; Gonzalez et al., 2007; Gosling et al., Correspondence to: E. Saiz (elena.saiz@uah.es) 1991; Richardson et al., 2002 Richardson et al., , 2006 Zhang et al., 2006) . On the other hand, the time (less than 2 h) for forewarning of events using L1 measurements is not enough to identify these interplanetary events before the onset of a geomagnetic storm. Due to this fact, forecasts using interplanetary measurements have been made without knowing in advance the kind of magnetic structure related to these observations. Several authors have pointed out the high probability of intense storms being triggered during the southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) passage (see as examples Kokubun et al., 1977; Tsurutani, 2001; Huttunen et al., 2002) . Gonzalez and Tsurutani (1987) found that duskward interplanetary electric fields greater than 5 mV/m over periods lasting for at least 3 h were related to intense storms (D st ≤−100 nT). Tsurutani and Gonzalez (1995) found that the above mentioned condition was approximately equivalent to B z ≤−10 nT lasting for at least 3 h. Zhang et al. (2006) also studied interplanetary causes of intense geomagnetic storms at different stages of the solar cycle, and their results agreed with previously mentioned work, except that time interval was reduced in the case of solar minimum to 2.5 h.
The D st index, which is a measurement of geomagnetic disturbance at terrestrial surface, is a proxy of the enhancement of the storm-time ring current. However, the D st peak value is not the only magnitude that should be considered in quantifying geoeffectiveness. The effects of significant variations in this index are at least as important as very low values of it. Burton et al. (1975) developed a model for D st variations, taking into account the energy balance of the ring current. After a correction of dynamic pressure effects, the corrected D st (D * st ) temporal variation is obtained as a combination of a source term (Q(t), called injection function) and a loss term proportional to its own D st index dD * Fig. 1. D st index for representative events of multiple-step geomagnetic storm events with peaks separated more than 12 h, and the corresponding "event time" (solid line): (a) two peaks are well distinguished and the D st index recovers above −100 nT between both peaks, (b) two peaks are well distinguished, but the D st index does not recover above −100 nT between both peaks, and (c) after a former, main peak, and in the last stage of its recovery phase, a second peak appears (indicated with an arrow), which corresponds to a slight decrease below −100 nT and it is not considered as an event. Dotted line in each panel corresponds to the threshold of
where D * st =D st −b P dyn +c, b and c being empirical constants and P dyn solar wind dynamic pressure. Several authors (Fenrich and Luhmann, 1998; McPherron, 2000, 2002; C. B. Wang et al., 2003) have considered this model, providing different expressions for the injection function and recovery time (τ ).
In this paper, we revise ways of forecasting intense geomagnetic activity, taking into account both the D st peak value or the D st variations. In Sect. 2, we show the state-ofthe-art of forecasting with different tools available in the literature. The results indicate that they do not succeed as realtime space weather tools. In Sect. 3, we look for new features in IMF data, and we show how these new features improve the results of the forecasting task. Moreover, only IMF data are involved in this new tool, and forecasting without solar wind density or velocity data is made. In Sect. 4, physical arguments are presented to explain why the tool works properly. Finally, in Sect. 5, we summarize the conclusions of this study.
Analysis of the current warning scenario
To show the scenario of the forecasting task with the tools widely used in literature, we used interplanetary data and D st data from the OMNIweb database (available at http: //omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/). This database provides hourly resolution data from 27 November 1963 to 30 April 2006, although from 1 January 2004, the D st data are provisional. Five-minute resolution interplanetary data are also available for the years 1995 to 2005.
The OMNIweb database comes from several spacecraft (Ace, Wind, IMP8, ISEE3,. . . ) located at different positions. To compare all those datasets, the time provided by this database does not correspond to the time when the measurements were done at the spacecraft position but to the time shifted as if the spacecraft were placed on Earth when data were obtained.
Warning signs of intense magnetic storms
In this section, we show the results in the forecasting task using the criteria from literature for intense storms. Then, setting the aim in the value of the D st peak reached during the storm time (D st peak ≤−100 nT), we have identified 353 intense storm events from 1963 to 2006, which we are interested in forecasting using interplanetary data such as realtime data. Sometimes, a careful inspection of the experimental data has been necessary in selecting the events, especially in the years of strong geomagnetic activity. Hence, some selection criteria have been established and applied with the aim of making this study valuable not only from the technical point of view but mainly from the scientific one.
Sometimes geomagnetic storms show double or triple D st peaks (e.g. Kamide et al., 1998) . Considering those storm events as unique or multiple events is not an easy task. Our choice has been to consider two different events only if D st peaks were separated for more than 12 h.
On the other hand, a starting time of the D st event (hereafter called "event time") shall be established with the aim of warning before that time. In the single events, as well as in the cases of multiple-step storms considered as unique events (i.e. with peaks separated less than 12 h), the "event time" is settled at the first time that D st reaches a value equal or lower than −100 nT. With this criterion, we get the maximum time available to warn of a storm with a D st peak value at least below −100 nT.
In the set of multiple-step storms with peaks separated more than 12 h, several situations can be distinguished (Fig. 1) . In some cases, two peaks (or more) are well identified (Fig. 1a) and each "event time" is well determined. In other cases, the D st index is below −100 nT between the peaks (Fig. 1b) , considered as different events following the above criterion. In this type of events, the time when the D st index starts decreasing again is established as the "event time" for the second one (see Fig. 1b) .
Finally, other possible situation is when the D st index goes below −100 nT a second time (or even more times) after being slightly above this value (Fig. 1c) . This feature usually appears in the last stage of the recovery phase of a stronger former storm. In those cases, only the main, former event is considered.
As far as the work with solar wind data is concerned, for determining the warning signs of intense storms, we have used the following criteria separately: (a) E y ≥5 mV/m lasting at least 3 h (Gonzalez and Tsurutani, 1987) and (b) B z ≤−10 nT lasting at least 3 h (Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1995) . Note that, for criterion (a), both solar wind velocity and IMF measurements are needed, whereas for criterion (b), only IMF data are necessary.
The first time a hazard warning is obtained is called "warning time". In order to establish an unambiguous relationship between this warning and the corresponding D st event, a time interval of 6 h has been considered before and after the "event time". The choice of this time interval has been done taking into account that: 1) it corresponds to an interval longer enough to comprise the response at terrestrial surface, as measured the D st index, to disturbances coming from the interplanetary medium, 2) it is consistent with the criterion of considering as different events those separated by at least 12 h; a six hours interval between the D st event and that of the warning allows an unambiguous connection, 3) from a statistical point of view, most of the events, throughout the years analyzed, are properly associated within this time interval. Nevertheless, in the whole set of events, there are a few for which the "warning time" is more than 6 h in advance. In thoses cases, we have carefully studied the specific event before discarding the association between the interplanetary event and the response at terrestrial surface. An example, shown in Fig. 2 , is the geomagnetic storm that took place on 1 November 2001 (doy 305). Using criterion (b), a warning takes place on 31 October at 23:00 UT and the D st event starts on 1 November at 10:00 UT. As a consequence, the time interval between "event time" and "warning time" is 11 h, almost twice the time interval selected above. Although a technical analysis should tempt us to remove the association between them, from a scientific point of view a cause-effect association seems obvious from Fig. 2 .
Once the association of warning events and D st events is concluded, those hazard warning events that are not related to any intense geomagnetic storm event constitute the set of "false alarms". On the other hand, the warnings have been classified in hits or late warnings, taking into account the value of t, calculated as the difference between the "event time" and the time of the hazard warning, or "warning time". This time interval could be considered as the time available to foresee the geomagnetic storm, but, taking into account that interplanetary data have been shifted to the Earth at OMNIweb database, this t was only a lower limit of the real available time. Therefore, keeping this idea in mind, we have included every warning with t≥0 in the set of "hits" (Table 1). Those events labelled as "late warnings" correspond to events with t<0. An example of each type of event is shown in Fig. 3 , where the dashed vertical line indicates the "warning time" and the solid line indicates the "event time". Note that, as the time shift from L1 to the Earth depends on the interplanetary shock (or disturbance) propagating speed and the accuracy of the shifting procedure used by the OMNIweb database, this fact may affect slightly the warning time window. Finally, the set of "misses" corresponds to those storms with no hazard warning. However, different situations can be distinguished in this set: those events for which criteria (a) or (b) are not fulfilled with interplanetary data available (Fig. 3c) , and those where a partial or total data gap in solar wind data does not allow us to conclude the occurrence of a warning. Although both types of events provide the same results for a technical forecasting tool, they should be distinguished in order to get scientific valuable conclusions.
The results obtained show that in both cases, criteria (a) -using E y as predictor -and (b) -using B z -, the number of hits is not bigger than one out of three. In a first stage, we thought that data gaps due to the use of data from a long time ago could be the only reason of these not-so-good results (117 gap events out of 199 misses). With this idea in mind, we have proceeded again with the same criteria, but, in this occasion, just with data from 1998 to 2006. During these years, Ace and Wind spacecraft continuously provided data to the OMNIweb database, at least with the same availability as we have nowadays. The number of events in this case is reduced to 95 events, as can be seen in Table 2 , where we show the results for this new set of data. Although there is an improvement from the results of Table 1 , up to 48% of hits in case (b), they are still not useful for forecasting purposes. Moreover, none of the 31 misses from Table 2 are related to data gaps before the "event time". As a consequence, these results suggest that some additional effort should be made for a further understanding in solar windmagnetosphere coupling, leading to a search of complementary features in the solar wind to those proposed by Gonzalez and Tsurutani (1987) and Tsurutani and Gonzalez (1995) for intense geomagnetic activity occurrence. ≤−100 nT) using the criteria of Gonzalez and Tsurutani (1987) and Tsurutani and Gonzalez (1995) Table 2 . Results of warning of intense storms (D st peak ≤−100 nT) using the criteria of Gonzalez and Tsurutani (1987) and Tsurutani and Gonzalez (1995) An increase in the rate of space-weather related anomalies and failures related to large variations of D st have been identified in recent years. This is the motivation of this section where our aim is to alert of large variations of D st instead of large D st values. We will consider that an event takes place at t i if D st (t i )−D st (t i−1 ) is below −50 nT. For this purpose, we have used again the hourly data from the OMNIweb database from 1963 to 2006, and 100 events have been identified where D st was below −50 nT between two consecutive data. This set of events, which we are interested in forecasting in order to check our tool, was selected in such a way that it included the most severe geomagnetic storms.
As in Sect. 2.1, in the case of multiple-step storms, our choice has been to consider two different events (in this case D st ≤−50 nT) only if they were separated for more than 12 h. We have also classified the results in the forecasting task in the base of the value of t, calculated as the difference between the time of the event (t i ) and the time of the hazard warning.
As is deduced from Eq. (1), a hazard warning should be achieved when D st =Q t+7.26 ( P dyn )≤−50 nT (where dynamic pressure is expressed in nPa). With this procedure, we disregarded the decay term in Eq. (1) and we included dynamic pressure corrections using the expression proposed by O'Brien and McPherron (2000) . Table 3 shows the results when the injection function proposed by Burton et , after "case of Burton" and "case of Wang", are used. 13 (16) misses out of those included in Table 3 in the "case of Burton" ("case of Wang") are not related to data gaps (4 (7) of them after year 1995). Note that the results of both cases are below 35% of hits, which indicate that a forecasting tool based on the above procedures is not trustworthy. Again, the results suggest that other features in the solar wind should be related to the trigger of the storm.
New warning features
A forecasting tool becomes worthy as far as it is able to give accurate outputs using a minimum number of inputs. During the three most intense geomagnetic storms of the present solar cycle, solar wind plasma measurements at L1 presented gaps, but there were no gaps in IMF data. Pallocchia et al. (2006) remarked that plasma instruments can be affected by enhanced solar X-ray and energetic particle fluxes and can fail more often than magnetometers; moreover, sometimes the solar wind speed exceeds the upper instrumental limits of plasma detectors. On the other hand, during these events, Table 3 . Results of warning of events with D st ≤−50 nT using the injection function, Q(t), of Burton et al. (1975) Based on this scenario, we have examined B z data from the OMNIweb database, looking for any feature apart from southward IMF passage that could warn of geomagnetic activity. Two of the most intense geomagnetic storms of this solar cycle are shown in Fig. 4 . TheB z and D st hourly averages, together with their hourly variations, B z and D st , from 7 to 12 November 2004, are shown. One can see that B z is highly variant at the beginning of both storms, that is, when | B z | increases, the D st index decreases. These significant changes in B z have been found to occur also during interplanetary shocks or sheaths followed by ICMEs. The relationship between these shocks and intense geomagnetic activity is well established in the literature (e.g. Echer and Gonzalez, 2004) . Other references related to this significant variation of B z component can be found in the study of Y. M. , which showed that a compression of a southern B z component in the shock overtaking a preceding magnetic cloud could increase the geoeffectiveness corresponding to that southern event. In addition, Daglis et al. (2003) pointed out that a major substorm is triggered when a northward turning of the IMF and a dynamic pressure enhancement occur simultaneously during a long interval of southward IMF.
Therefore, we have considered B z variations, | B z |, over a threshold for a certain time interval as a warning feature for intense geomagnetic activity. We have computed | B z | as the difference between the maximum and the minimum value of B z in that interval. The best results with 1-h resolution data from OMNIweb are obtained when the threshold for | B z | is set at 30 nT and the time interval is 3 h. Therefore, the "warning time" is the corresponding to the third hour of the interval where it takes place.
Comparing the warning results, shown in Table 4 , with those in Table 3 , it seems that we do not improve previous results. However, the number of misses has not increased, and the t value in late warnings is usually of 1 h, which coincides with the temporal data resolution. Also, the number of false alarms (25) is comparable with that obtained with the Burton injection function (28) but larger than that obtained with the Wang injection function (17). However, included among the 25 "false alarm" events shown in Table 4 are space weather events such as that of 28 October 1991, when the Québec-New England DC line tripped out of service, although no event was observed just looking at D st data. This event was neither forecast with the Burton injection function nor with the Wang one. Furthermore, only B z is used as an input in the procedure to obtain our results, in contrast to those of Sect. 2.2, where solar wind density and velocity data were needed to determine the warning hazards.
At this stage, we should not forget that the analysis of B z variations as a warning feature for intense geomagnetic activity has been performed using hourly resolution data and the results do not improve too much than those obtained before. However, we should ensure that this choice does not preclude the possible contribution of faster variations in IMF measurements. Then, in order to evaluate the importance of data time resolution, we have analyzed 5-min resolution data from the OMNIweb database. In this case, the period covered was only from January 1995 to December 2005 (there are no data available of this resolution out of this period) and the number of events where D st was below −50 nT per hour was reduced from 100 to 31.
Our warning tool achieves the best results for this 5-min resolution data set with the threshold of | B z | set at 44 nT and a time interval of 2.4 h. As expected, the threshold is higher when we improve the temporal resolution.
The set of 31 events (in increasing D st order) and the results obtained with our forecasting tool with 5-min resolution data are summarized in Table 5 . After the number of event (in the 1st column), the second column indicates the minimum value that D st reaches for that event. The third and fourth columns indicate the first time (year-doy) that the −50 nT threshold has passed. Note that the minimum D st value of column 2 could be reached after the doy of column 4.
Doy of the first hazard warning obtained with our tool for every event is included in column 5. A dash at column 5 indicates that our tool does not provide any warning for that event. In that case, that event should be considered as a missing. Finally, in column 6, the hours between the time of the D st event and the corresponding hazard warning appear. As it was explained above, those events with a positive or zero value in column 6 correspond to hits and those with a negative value correspond to late warnings.
A few events, with an asterisk at the 1st column, lacked IMF 5-min resolution data, so we attempted to obtain data from sources other than the OMNIweb database. We found data available from MAG experiments onboard the ACE spacecraft, although some of them still lack solar wind speed data from SWEPAM in ACE and SWE in Wind spacecraft. We averaged the MAG data to obtain the same resolution as the OMNIweb data, 5 min, and we have checked our forecasting tool with the new data. Then, for the events marked with an asterisk, the results included in Table 5 correspond to ACE data. This fact has to be taken into account because the time delays of column 6 include not only the time between the hazard warning and the event on Earth but also the time shift from L1 to the Earth, which has been considered in the OMNIweb data.
The results obtained do not seem to improve too much the actual forecasting scenario, just looking at the number of hits or misses (Table 6 ). All models used to warn of D st provide about 50% of hits for years 1995-2005. However, this interpretation changes when the number of hits or misses is analyzed as a function of the D st . For Burton et al. (1975) and C. B. injection functions, with hourly resolution data, and with our tool (UAH) with hourly and 5-min resolution data. It is not possible to use 5-min resolution data in the cases of Burton and Wang because, in both cases, the injection function is an empirical function obtained from hourly resolution data, and then, it will not be appropriate to use it with other resolution data. However, we have selected the same data range (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) for every tool in order to compare. Figure 5 shows clearly the high quality of our tool forecasting for large D st variation events, when 5-min resolution data are used as real-time data, even for those events without plasma data available at L1. This excellent behavior disappears in our tool when we are trying to forecast small D st variations, while other tools are able to foresee about 30% of the events. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the events set for intervals (a) and (b) are relatively small (3 and 4 events, respectively) and further investigations are needed to confirm this outstanding result when upcoming data are available.
Discussion
The immediate goal of the reported research is to develop a D st forecasting tool based only on B z data measured at L1, which let us improve the present scenario, where the lack of plasma data does not allow one to make trustworthy predictions during the most severe geomagnetic storms. We have shown in Sect. 3 the reliability of this tool in forecasting severe D st . This application guides us to make new proposals in the physical processes involved in the main phase of geomagnetic storms.
In the present scenario, when IMF presents a large and long-duration southern component, the energy supplied from solar wind to the inner magnetosphere is more effective as a consequence of reconnection. Equation (1) assumes that, when reconnection takes place, the convective electric field penetrates into the magnetosphere, injecting particles to the inner magnetosphere.
A simple description of the electric field of the magnetotail in the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere is given by the Volland-Stern electric potential (Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975) . On the other hand, convective electric field can be also expressed as a function of cap polar potential (Boyle et al., 1997) . Both electric potential models lead to a largescale potential structure of the magnetosphere, where the electric field in the magnetotail follows the dawn-dusk direction, and drives particles from the tail to the inner magnetosphere. Simplified assumptions about electric and magnetic field are done, but they are not enough to consider the large variety of phenomena that take place in the development of a geomagnetic storm.
The role of electromagnetic fields in the energization of the storm-time ring current is also a subject of controversy. Quasi-steady component of interplanetary electric fields are considered important in enhancing the ring current, while fluctuations in the solar wind electric field have been related to magnetospheric substorms (Kamide, 2001) . Whereas stationary convection builds up an intense but low-energy ring current, electric field pulses are effective in accelerating and energizing particles of the ring current (Pulkkinen, 2007) . Then, in order to understand the enhancement of the ring current and the increase of its energy during storm time, it is necessary to consider the evolution of electromagnetic field and its temporal variation.
The electric field satisfies Faraday's law, which general expression is given by the following equation:
The first term on the right side corresponds to the contribution to the electric field due to the motion of solar wind plasma (convective electric field). The second term corresponds to the explicit temporal variation of IMF. Usually, in order to consider stationary convection, this last term does not appear. This seems a reasonable approach, taking into account that explicit variations of magnetic field vector are only significant from time to time. Then, the effect of IMF temporal variations, within observational uncertainties, is unnoticed in procedures involving long-period data series, as those used in Burton et al. (1975) and C. B. Wang et al. (2003) . Subsequently, it is possible for many purposes to consider the source of electric field as if it were only due to the term related to the motion of plasma. However, it could be not appropriate if we are interested in the main phases of severe geomagnetic storms. During these periods, the instruments on board of spacecraft located at L1 are used to measure highly fluctuating IMF, related to interplanetary shocks and sheaths preceding magnetic clouds or corotating interaction regions, and then, the last term in Eq. (2) cannot be ignored.
To analyze only the dawn-dusk component in Eq. (2), it is convenient to use the vector potential,A, instead of magnetic field vector, B, so that
Therefore,
Assuming, as a first approach, that only B z is involved in the effective solar wind-magnetosphere coupling and taking into account that the solar wind velocity can be approached by its Sun-Earth component, Eq. (4) enables one to determine the dawn-dusk electric field (E y ) as follows
and both v x B z and ∂A y ∂t are involved in the calculation of E y . The y component of potential vector, A y , is related to the x and z components of IMF. But, assuming as above mentioned, that only B z is involved in the coupling between solar wind and magnetosphere, it is possible to approach the dawn-dusk electric field as the addition of two contributions: the convective electric field (v x B z ) and a function of ∂B z ∂t . The knowledge of the function which relates A y and ∂B z ∂t is an unavoidable task before discussing about the significance of the rate of change in B z relative to the convective electric field in Eq. (5). However, the empirical results of Sect. 3 indicate that | B z | of 44 nT in t=2.4 h will cause in terrestrial surface a D st ≤−50 nT in one hour. On the other hand, in the present scenario, to calculate an equivalent decrease on D st caused by the convective electric field, it will be deduce from the expression D st =Q t+7.26 P dyn , as stated in Sect. 2.2. Neglecting pressure effects and considering the Burton injection function, D st ≤−50 nT in one hour will be caused by a VB s ≥50/5.4 mV/m, with B s =|B z | for southern B z and zero otherwise. Thus it is important to point out that a rate of change in B z of 5×10 −3 nT/s and a convective electric field of 9.26 mV/m could produce equivalent response of the ring current.
Usually, both contributions to E y from Eq. (5) appear in solar wind and it is difficult to separate how much each one contributes to the ring current disturbance. Moreover, comparing events with similar convective electric field values and similar values of | B z | in a time interval of 2.4 h, D st in one hour does not reach the same value. As an example, we can refer to the events 4 and 12 (Table 5 ) with D st min of −148 and −93 nT in one hour, respectively. The explanation could be related to solar wind dynamic pressure, which has been proved to be an important factor to enhance the intensity of large storms (Xie et al., 2008) .
A separate analysis of three contributions involved in D st index (convective electric field, temporal variations of B z and dynamic pressure) is not an easy task. From the beginning, studies about D st index have considered that solar wind pressure was involved in this index. However, this parameter was soon included in the injection function to calculate the so-called "pressure corrected" D st . Moreover, recent papers (Xie et al., 2008) obtain an expression for dynamic pressure corrections of D st index depending on convective electric field. Thus, from previous works, it can be concluded that different contributions to D st are not independent and some coupled terms should be considered in D st computation from solar wind data. As a result, the expression to determine D st from solar wind parameters is not just an addition of three separate functions of VB s , B z t and P dyn . A future work will be dedicated to this task. Nevertheless, all we can deduce from our results is that there will be energy release from solar wind to terrestrial magnetosphere when a dawn-dusk electric field arises. But, to calculate this electric field, it is necessary to take into account not only the convective term (as it is usually considered) but also to add a function which depends on temporal variations of B z .
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we revised the role played by the appearance of long-lasting periods of intense convective electric fields or southward magnetic fields in the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling, through its ability to warn of intense geomagnetic activity. Two different ways were used to quantify the geomagnetic intensity based on the D st index: (1) peak value and (2) hourly variation. The results let us conclude that the above features in electric or magnetic field could forecast less than 50% of impending intense storms (peak D st ≤−100 nT). Moreover, only about 33% of events with D st below −50 nT were predicted on time in the case of Burton and only 31% in the case of Wang. In both cases, the number of false alarms was somewhat similar and comparable with the number of hits in the case of Burton. Previous results guided us in looking for new features in solar wind data that could forecast intense geomagnetic activity. Variations of B z over a threshold for a certain time interval succeeded in warning of large D st hourly variations. We analyzed the success of this forecasting tool with two different sets of data: hourly and 5-min (1995-2005) resolution data from the OMNIweb database. The results improved with the highest resolution data for large variation of D st but are worse than previous models for small variations of that index. Moreover, although the results are not shown, as a general case, the times from the hazard warning until the event happens on Earth have been improved with our tool relative to other tools implemented in this paper.
The new view of solar wind-magnetosphere interaction is explained on the basis of Faraday's law, discussing how not only southern IMF but also large and fast temporal variations of interplanetary magnetic field could develop intense dawndusk electric field. This scenario provides a general view of the effect of IMF on the magnetosphere, where both, movement and variations of IMF, contribute to the enhancement of the ring current.
In conclusion, we found that large variations in the D st index are related not only to southern B z but also to significant temporal variations in B z . As a consequence, the development of severe geomagnetic storms seems to be related only to B z , and then, solar wind velocity seemingly does not play any role. However, experimental data show that large temporal IMF variations take place in shocks and sheaths, which arise as a consequence of the interaction of a fast solar wind and the ambient one.
Trying to get light in the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction, the scenario could be summarized as follows:
1. There will be energy transfer from solar wind to magnetosphere, not only because of the arrival of a southern interplanetary magnetic field at the nose of the magnetopause, and via reconnection a subsequent large-scale convection towards the tail, but also because of fluctuations in z-component of IMF.
2. In order to quantify the energy transferred from solar wind to magnetosphere from the two contributions mentioned in 1), the expression for the first case depends explicitly on both, B z and solar wind velocity, while in the second one solar wind velocity is not involved.
3. As fluctuation in B z seems to be a precursor of large D st variations in the main phase of intense geomagnetic storms, it is possible to alert only with B z , although other solar wind parameters could be involved in the task of forecasting the intensity of the storm.
Therefore, we consider our results useful not only in forecasting space weather task but also for upcoming models of solar wind-magnetosphere interaction. Particle flux measurements from the ring current and their relationship to the different contributions of dawn-dusk electric field will be studied in a future work. We are also interested in obtaining a theoretical expression for the function related to the temporal variation of the z component of IMF and to extend the present study to higher resolution data sets.
